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post-season
Redhawks
race
toward
dinner
beyond
Despite loss of leading scorer

and a movie:

Bernard Seals, the No. 7
Redhawks keep hopes alive
and aim high for the remainder
of the season.
Nicholas Lollini
lollinin@seattleu. edu

there! Have
Valentine's Day is less than a
week away. Going on a run-of-themill, dinner-and-a-movie date will
get your date to thinking that you
are unoriginal and run-of-the-mill
yourself.
Flowers are always nice, no matter how cliche, but eating out at
the same restaurant you always eat
out at, or going to a movie like it
was any other day, will not get you
anywhere.
If you are low on cash and original ideas, be sure to check out...

William Crane's Ten Great
Date Ideas, pages 8 and 9.

Victory was sweet for
the Redhawks on Saturday
night, as they were able to
avenge their loss earlier
this season to the University of Alaska-Anchorage,
winning 82-72.
Although Seattle University did not jump off
on the right foot, the team
was able to overcome its
first half shortcomings
and pulled off a 10 point
win over GNAC opponent
Alaska-Anchorage Seawolves.
Maturity appeared to
be the defining element
of Saturday's game, as
the Redhawks were able
to pull together and play
as a team after leading
scorer Bernard Seals left
the game due to an ankle
injury early in the game.
"We had the chance to
overcome adversity and
become a more mature
team. This was the most
mature effort in my five

years here," said Head
Coach Joe Callero. "I'm so
proud of our team."
As the Seawolves took
an early 21-9 lead in the
first six minutes of play,
coupled with Bernard
Seals severely spraining
his ankle six minutes in,
hopes appeared grim early
in the first half of Saturday's game.
"In the first half we
weren't focused, but toward the end of the first
half we had momentum,"
said Jeffery McDaniel,
who led the Redhawks in
scoring with 22 points, and
also contributed three assists and one block.
After falling behind, the
Redhawks battled back,
going on an 11-0 run,
which cut Alaska's lead
to one.
Seattle continued their
run and tied the game at 26
with six minutes remaining in the first half.
Becky Lawrence

Bernard Seals scores two of his six points prior to an
See Redhawks... page 11 ankle injury in the Redhawks 82-72 win over UAA.

Clashes in Afghanistan leave four dead as protests NewsWire
Inside this issue
over prophet drawings grow more violent
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) Afghan security
forces opened fire on demonstrators Monday,
leaving at least four people dead, as increasingly violent protests erupted around the world
over published caricatures of Islam's Prophet
Muhammad. European and Muslim politicians
pleaded for calm.
The worst of the violence was outside Bagram,
the main U.S. base in Afghanistan, with Afghan
police firing on some 2,000 protesters as they
tried to break into the heavily guarded facility,
said Kabir Ahmed, the local government chief.
Two demonstrators were killed and five were
injured, while eightpolice also were hurt, he said.
No U.S. troops were involved in the clashes, the
military said.
Afghan police also fired on protesters in the
central city ofMihtarlam after a man in the crowd
shot at them and others threw stones and knives.
Interior Ministry spokesman Dad Mohammed
Rasa said. Two protesters were killed, and three
other people were wounded, officials said. The
demonstrators burned tires and threw stones at
government offices.
The unrest spread to East Africa as police in
Somalia fired in the air to disperse stone-throwing protesters, triggering a stampede in which a
teenager was killed and raising to six the number
of deaths in protests related to the publication
of the series of cartoons satirizing Islam's most
revered figure.
Unruly protests also flared up in Iran, where
-

about 200 demonstrators threw stones at the Austrian Embassy and started small fires. Hundreds
of angry protesters later hurled stones and fire
bombs at the Danish Embassy as police encircled
the building to hold them back.
Lebanon apologized to Denmark a day after
thousands of rampaging Muslim demonstrators

set fire to the building housing the Danish mission in Beirut to protest the caricatures. At least

one person died, 30 were injured and about 200
people were detained in Sunday's violence, officials said.

See Prophet cartoon... page 6

Opinion:
Ruling over Palestine
As Hamas takes control of
the Palestinian government,
; the road to peace will embark
-

I upon a new era.

Chicago bound
Law school students will
I travel to Chicago to compete
| in the National Negotiation
'

-

i Beats in the Bistro
Seattle gospel quartet
j Witherspoon, will be performing at the Bistro this
weekend.
-

Supporters of the Islamic group Hamas burn a Danish flag during a
demonstration in the West Bank town of Nablus.
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Twelfth man gives a reason for Seattlites to unite
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chip sales sky-rocketed and about 80 million Americans tuned in to
one football game from house parties and packed bars across the
This annual Sunday afternoon game makes and breaks careers
and can even instigate violent outbursts.
While wars raged on, and gross injustices took place all over the world
very newsworthy things the Seahawks' loss to the Steelers took up
the entire front pages of the Seattle Times and the P-I on Monday.
The Super Bowl a brutal game in which men tackle
each other to the ground, trying to possess an odd-shaped
ball, all for a chance at one glorious moment of victory
is easy to trivialize.
"It's just a game," the phrase leaps out of the lips of
cynics. "What's the big deal?"
The big deal is that Seattlites regardless of
whether they had headphones jammed in their ears
playing bad emo music off their iPods or were sipping latte's came together to be the "twelfth man"
for a team that finally got a chance to win the Super
-

-

-

-

-

-

The Spectator Editorial Board

vhat came from it is pride, a common purpose, unity.
Since the beginnings of mankind, people all over the world
have played games to competitively test theirphysical strength
and stamina. Those who didn't compete still participated as
Just as humans need spiritual connection, they
o crave to be part of a group a group that struggles and
ercomes together,
"itizens fly their country's flag with the same pride and
Terence that caused Seahawks fans to display their own
;ns and bumper stickers in their homes, vehicles and
-

Ictators.

-

businesses.
Seattlites, for the first time, utilized a pronoun
that seems underused an unappreciated in this individualistic society.
While only 39 percent of Seattle consumers claim
to be interested in the NFL compared to 64 percent
of Pittsburgh consumers Seattlites referred to the
Seahawks as our team.
We put up a good fight. We will be back next
-
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As Hamas won a majority of seats in last
week's Palestinian elections, world leaders

tried hard to see what this would mean for
world peace. The Palestinians elected an
organization that is regarded by the United
Megan Peter
States
and the European Union as a terrorist
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organization. Despite this label, it now seems
in the best interest of the United States and
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others to take this election as a stem warnA& E Editor
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through extremism in Palestine or unilateral
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action by Israel.
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further pursue its policy of unilateral action
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on Palestinian issues remains to be seen. What
is certain is that the stalled peace process beViet Tran
Jihan Anderson
tween Palestine and Israel is now seen by all
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sides as being in need of major repair.
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Ariel Sharon's stroke and now the
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ofHamas has demonstrated a widRob La Gatta
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ening
gap
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lasting
can be achieved in both Israel
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The reason for the electionofHamas is twoBonnie Hsueh
Lauren Padgett
fold. First, it was a reaction to the inefficiency
and corruption of the Fatah-party, which was
StaffWriter
StaffWriter
once headedby Arafat. The Palestinian people
Tyler Mahoney
Becky Lawrence
elected a government they believe will help
Staff Photographer
Staff Photographer
to give them a better life, something Fatah
but was unable to deliver.
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and its oppressive tactics in the Occupied
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Territories. In a democratic fashion, the Palestinians have elected an organization which
itself on its humanity programs as well
prides
Contact The Spectator
as
its
doctrine
that refuses to recognize the
Phone: (206) 296-6470
state
ofIsrael.
Advertising: (206) 296-6474
In the State of the Union, Bush addressed
Hamas, saying "the leaders of Hamas must
Mailing Address
recognize Israel, disarm, reject terrorism and
901 12th Ave.
work for lasting peace."
Seattle, WA 98122
While each of these demands is justified,
Bush must also put pressure on Israel
Email: spectator@seattleu.edu
to
stop unilaterally deciding the fate of the
See us online at: www.spectator-online.com
Palestinian state. He must pressure Israel, a

foreign aid, to come
into compliance with
the many United Nations resolutions it is
currently violating as
well as stopping construction of its security
wall, a repressive and
antiquated response to
a modem problem. It
must also address issues
concerning the settlements in theWest Bank
as well as the status of
Jerusalem.
I
Violence is not created in a vacuum. In this cycle of terrorism
and unilateral actions, both sides must address
issues that they have avoided for too long,
otherwise one will beget the other.
By electing Hamas, the Palestinian people
demonstrated a need for them to decide their
own future. Unfortunately, they chose an organization that has used violenttactics against
innocent civilians to further its cause. Hamas
must renounce terrorism as well as recognize
Israel and its borders before it can join Israel
at the negotiating table. The organization
must also work toward reducing corruption
in the West Bank and Gaza. But Israel must
also accept that if Hamas does this, they too
will join Hamas in finding a peaceful and
equal decision.
Hamas and the Israeli government will
never achieve their goals through violent
means. Compromise is the only way to bring
any semblance ofpeace to the Middle East.
The Palestinian people rejected a government
and Prime Minister that was seen as catering
to and following Western pressure. Much like
the European Union elections in 2004, this
election is a protest vote.
Many pundits choose to see this election
as a reason why democracy will not work
in the Middle East. However, the reason is
quite the opposite. The people of Palestine
democratically elected a government they see
as strong and willing to fight the oppression
they face daily. Whether or not theresults are

admirable, thedemocratic system gavepower
to an underrepresented people.
The solution to this tense situation is a
global response to stabilize the region and
bring an understanding ofmutual goals shared
by both Hamas and the Israeli government. It
must work to fix the problems each government also has, unlike the failed "Roadmap for
Peace." Hamas must renounce its intention to
destroy Israel. In the same way, Israel must
remove settlementsfrom Palestinian territory.
Unilateral action by Israel will only foster
greater animosity and hatred if seen as further
repressing the Palestinians.
The world community must see the election
ofHamas not as a harbinger of violence, but
as a signal thatthepeace process needs major
work until it can reconcile the differences
between Israel and Palestine.
The United States must take the position
that it will recognize Hamas as a legitimate
political organization, but only when it gives
up its terrorist past.
The world community should work to
bring Israel and Palestine together and work
with Hamas, insteadofagainst it. In thisway,
Hamas could concentrate on its humanity
programs and renounce its violent past.
Only through understanding will peace be
achieved. If the world community chooses
to cut foreign aid and not hold mediated
peace talks, the Palestinian problem will only
worsen, which is bad news not only for Israel
and Palestine, but the whole world.
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Free speech against the nation of Islam
A cartoon depicting the Islamic prophet Muhammad has caused unrest across the Middle East and
Europe. Does this constitute freedom of speech, or an attack on Islam's most revered prophet?
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu. edit

the right to practice what religion they
choose with very few restrictions Muslims
included. In America, Muslims should have
complete, equal freedom to practice their
religion any way they wish. Well, except
for the woman in Florida who sued the
state in an attempt to wear a burka in her
Drivers' License photo. That's crossing the
line. But 1 digress.
Let Iraq forego the democracy that they
obviously don't want and give control to
Muslim leaders. Let Iran make ridiculous
comments about Israel and develop the
nuclear power they are hoping to obtain,
and leave them alone until there is serious
threat that they will use it a more serious
threat than we had with Iraq. I have no
problems with giving Muslim countries the
freedom to go about their business, as they
wish, within their own borders.
But problems were caused by the radicals who are giving
their religion and all who practice it a bad reputation by
making threats against newspapers in the free world that
publish depictions of Muhammad the Prophet, wearing a
turban that conceals a lit bomb.
Though the cartoon may be a joke, this situation is not. In
recent days CNN and the New York Times have bombarded
Americans with images of protesters firing automatic
weapons at the offices of the European Union and burning
Danish embassies. Making kidnap threats against citizens
from peaceful countries. Starting riots that are causing their
domestic militaries to open fire and kill them. Demonstrators
have been quoted as saying that the pictures are an "unforgivable insult that should be punished by death."
Is anybody else registering the seriousness of these statements? Death, for cartoons? Saying this is both indicative of
the huge gap between the Middle East and the Western world
and represent how culturally evolved we are in comparison.
The threatening of others, the attempts to strip them of their
rights in the name ofIslamic law that only a small segment
of society believes in, is intolerable.
Not only do laws protecting freedom of speech and of
the press in modern countries of trump religious beliefs in
every situation imaginable, this extremist attitude is causing unnecessary tension in already tense global times. It
is reaching a point where the Western world will have to
choose: do we want a free press, or a society where religious
censorship is accepted as a governing policy?
It's obvious which is more sacred to the well-being of
society. A free press has been a beacon for truth and a force
for transparency and justice; it brings us understanding of
the world and an ability to know our role as individuals in
the greater scheme of things. Religious extremism brings us
death, violence, century-long wars and incredible divisions
even within our own country.
Hard-line Muslims are advancing an agenda that makes
much of the Western world very uncomfortable: they want
to sacrifice freedom for an oppressive society, one that lets
the mullahs dictate what is said and when; one that should
have been abandoned centuries ago. If this is how they
-

-

-

-

gious censorship.
The United States Department of State
criticized the comics as "offensive to the
beliefs of Muslims." Bombing, killing of
civilians, and renditions are all acceptable,
but publishing a cartoon in a newspaper is
taboo? We are treading dangerous ground.
The situation must not escalate any further
Muslims need to sit down, take a deep
breath, and realize that everyone gets made
fun of sometime. Passionate love for Allah
doesn't exempt them. They could also look
at the portrayal of other religions within
their own media to realize that they are no
innocents in terms of religious offenses.
Let me be very clear: Journalists have
no duty to abide by the religious dogma
set forth in the doctrines of Islam or any
other religion for that matter. If journalists
wanted to remain impartial observreally
.
.
c
c
ers documenting the facts, all of them would
be atheists. Belief in no religion detaches any writer from
emotional connection and lets them view moves made by the
religious community be it Christianity, Islam, or anything
in between for what they really are.
The 12 European cartoonists whose work was published
in Danish newspapers have now gone into hiding. The
Danish government has issued an apology to the Muslim
community. Yet, still the riots continue, and with increasing frequency and violence. The wheels of a very dangerous movement have been set in motion. The only way to
avert sacrificing our freedom and to avoid testing the thin
patience of angry Muslims is to stand up, demand that our
publish these drawings without apology
and declare support for the freedom of the press that
the Western world what it is. A crucial element in the
ition of our country, a freedom that the framers had
d from the minute they began laying out their goals
ust society, freedom of the press cannot be allowed
-

isn't just about art, but about giving haters material to rally
around against the West? Extremists are saying that it is okay
to commit acts of violence in defense of what they claim to
be a peaceful religion, but won't let a cartoon see the light
of day in their countries. Not even these uneducated men,
getting worked up and risking their lives in third world city
streets, can justify such behavior. How can this claim to be
morally comparable to the hundreds ofinnocents that have
been killed in suicide bombings?
Now, some Muslim groups like theArab European League
are publishing images ofAdolf Hitler defiling Anne Frank.
Iranian newspapers are holding contests for the best Holocaust cartoon. These countries expect that their behavior
will be giving the West a taste of our own medicine; in
reality, the situations are being looked at and shrugged
off as nothing more than artistic expression and artistic
expression out of spite, at that. Even though there are some
key differences that give the West much more reason to take
offense such as the fact
that Anne Frank wa
an innocent young gir
while Muhammad wa
the Muslim equivalen
of Jesus the civilizec
world appreciates th
right to freedom of ex
pression.
It is depressing tha
the journalistic commu
nity-and all ofWestern
have yet t
society
rally together over th
issue. CNN has refusec
-

-

-

liewspapers
,

-

-

-

Certain newspapers
violence in their country,
right-wing American

Political apathy shortchanges students
Madeline Vitek
vitekm@seattleu. edu
I was talking to a friend of mine one day
when a political topic arose. As I to pursued
it, my friend quickly shut me down by saying, "I don't care about politics."
While this is an opinion and a stance that
I certainly respect, I believe that widespread
political apathy, especially in college students, is detrimental to this nation and to
our future.
Understandably, some might find it hard
to become involved with (or even care
about) politics. We live in an era in which

events like the Monica Lewinski scandal
and the escapades of "Scooter" Libby/Jack
Abramoff/Randy Cunningham/et al, are still
fresh in the minds ofAmericans.
Students and other young adults may feel
that our political system is corrupt at worst
and uncaring at best. Politicians, while addressing important issues like Social Security and health care, seem to overlook issues
that are important to our generation funding for higher education, the environment,
and how theAmerican image is portrayed in
the eyes of the world.
Politicians have an obligation to the
young people ofAmerica. Those who truly
-

have our best interests at heart will include
our voices in their initiatives and enlist our
aid in developing the agenda of this nation.
We have every right to expect our senators
and representatives to speak out against cuts
in financial aid, and to do so as vociferously
as they lament this administration's attempts
to privatize Social Security. They should
support America's future just as they support
the spread of democracy.
Student apathy, combined with a lack of
outreach by politicians, creates a vicious
cycle that continues to undermine our true
power as a voting block. Students feel
disconnected and irrelevant in terms of the

political process; politicians fail to reach
out to a demographic that they perceive as
non-responsive and disengaged.
As discouraging as the political outlook
may be, it is no reason to lose any sense of
civic duty. In an ideal world, all citizens
would be actively involved in the political
process. However, I understand that there is
such thing as an ideal world.
Luckily, we have a system of representative government. This means that we should
at the very least take the time to carefully
and thoughtfully think about and vote for
elected officials who will truly act in our
best interests.
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House sends Bush deficit-reduction bill
that cuts Medicaid, student loan subsidies
<\ndrew Taylor
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) The budget-cutting
bill awaiting President Bush's signature may
only make a small dent in the nation's huge
deficit, but he is expected to propose more
cuts in his 2007 plan, including farm subsidies,
Medicaid and Medicare.
The House on Wednesday sent Bush a major
bill cutting benefit programs like Medicaid and
student loan subsidies. The president is ready to
sign the bill and move on to next year's budget
cycle.
On Feb. 6, he is releasing his 2007 budget
plan, which is likely to call for new cuts to benefits programs like farm subsidies, Medicaid,
food stamps and Medicare. Many lawmakers
and budget experts are skeptical, though, of the
chances for another budget-cut bill during an
election year.
The House passed the bill 216-214 on
Wednesday, mostly along party lines. It was
Congress' first attempt in eight years to slow
the growth of benefit programs like Medicaid
and student loan subsidies.
Republicans hailed the five-year, $39 billion
budget-cutting bill as an important first step to
restoring discipline on spending.
"Once again, House Republicans are on
record as defending budget discipline," said
ActingMajority Leader Roy Blunt, R-Mo. "We
have achieved $39 billion in savings, while
-

streamlining government."

Democrats attacked the measure as an assault

compared with deficits expected to total 51.3
trillion or more through 2010. Still, the bill set
offa brawl between Democrats and Republicans
and whipped up opposition from interest groups
IikeAARP.
The House passed a nearly identical bill Dec.
19, but the chamber held an unusual revote because Senate Democrats forced techThe bill blends [
A BREAKDOWN OF THE
nical changes that
modest cuts to
"DEFICIT-REDUCTION" BILL
the House needed
spending
to accept before the
icaid, Medi$12 billion reduction in federal studenl loans.
bill could be sent to
id student
tsidies with a
Bush's desk.
An increase in interest rates for repaying the
Republicans said
renewal of the 1996
loans.
the
measure cewelfare reform bill
mented
the GOP's
$10
and
billion in
Reduce Medicaid spending by almost $5 billion
from
status as the party
over five years.
of smaller, more efming television
ficient government.
ves to wireless
Require most low-income Medicaid recipients
But Democrats said
companies.
pay higher co-payments for health services.
to
the measure, when
farmers
Dairy
combined with an
with smaller herds
Make any senior with more than $500,000 in
upcoming bill cutbillion exhome equity ineligible for nursing home benefits.
ting taxes by about
on of a subsidy
$70 billion, would
program that pays
Establishes a $3.7 billion grant program for lowlead to an increase
them if milk prices
in the deficit.
income college students only it yon arc studying
drop.
As if on cue, the
Physicians were
math, science or specialty languages.
Senate kicked off
spared a 4 percent
debate on a tax cut
in Medicare fees,
bill
that
would
revive
some
expired tax breaks
but radiologists and home health care providers
families from paythe
would
face
cuts
and
millions
more
in
safeguard
participating in program
their scheduled payments.
ing the alternative minimum tax.
The House version of that bill would extend
The $39 billion in cuts are generally small

on college students and Medicaid patients and
said powerful Washington lobbyists had too
much influence on it.
"As the Republican budget ax fell on the
poor and students, powerful special interests
were cutting special deals in the conference
committee," said Minority Whip Steny Hoyer,
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tax cuts for capital gains and dividends.

The powerful AARP seniors lobby, student
groups, radiologists, pediatricians and others
have mounted a monthlong campaign against
the bill, making some lawmakers uncomfortable
with their earlier votes in December.
"Over the intervening month, people that I
know and respect have gone through the details
of this legislation and they've said. 'This is
really a disaster,'" said Rep. Rob Simmons,
D-Conn., who switched his vote from "aye"
...

to "nay."

Simmons was one of 13 Republicans to oppose the bill, joining 200 Democrats and liberal
Independent Bernard Sanders ofVermont.
AARP is opposed to a provision tightening
Medicaid nursing home care rules regarding
people who shed assets to qualify for such
care.
Pediatricians say provisions allowing states
to eliminate some guaranteed Medicaid child
health care services and charge new and increased co-payments would end up hurting
children by driving tens of thousands of beneficiaries out of the program.
Student groups charged the bill harmed college student through $11.9 billion in cuts to the
student loan program, including higher fees
on student and higher interest rates on parent
loans.
But Republicans countered that the lions share
of the savings came from lender subsidies and
that much of the savings was channeled into a
grant program for low-income college students
studying math, science or specialty languages.
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THRS implements new program

gram are trained to work with different
people.
"It's training people to work with a
diverse population. I haven't seen this
in pastoral counseling anywhere else
in this country," said McNair. "We will
have the strongest program in pastoral
counseling in the country."
This program offers a Master of Arts
degree and two post-Master's certificates
in Pastoral Theology and Pastoral Counseling.
According to the STM, the program
teaches students to work in various
settings by providing their clinical,
psychological and theological training.
It "represents a holistic psychotherapeutic approach to human healing that
—

[
!
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Brilling stressed contestants' need to explain their
idea in a compelling way.
"I've seen good ideas die because [students] cannot
articulate them," he said.
The criteria that the teams are judged on include
public speaking, the ability to execute the plan, having
passion for the project and convincing judges that they
have a viable business proposition.
"This contest is one of the most profound experiences
in the contestants' lives," said Brilling.
All entries for the competition must be in by late
and a complete business plan is due at the
February,
I
j end ofMarch. Students will go through initial judging
critiques in April and all plans must be completed by
May when the final presentations will take place.

J
j

—

j

program in the fall of 2005. It is led by
the Rev. Clinton McNair, who used to
be the clinical director of the Pastoral
Counseling Services and Marriage and
Family Clinic in Indianapolis, Ind.
According to McNair, students in
the Pastoral Counseling program are
trained to practice psychotherapy "using
insights from theology and spirituality
within integration ofbehavioral sciences
and theology."
Students will apply their learning to
work with people from different religious
backgrounds.
"When a person comes in, they can
[only] help the person with their own
faith. That's the differencebetween what

"It's a great opportunity for anyone interested in business," said Jennifer Fyllingness, lead organizer for the
event and administrative assistant for the Entrepreneurship Center. "It's an opportunity to create your own plan
! and get good feedback."
The feedback comes from almost 70 judges from both
; within and surrounding the campus community.
Critiques are important for contestants, according to
! Steve Brilling, executive director for the Entrepreneurship Center.
"Simply having a good idea is not enough," he said,
"There are two key ingredients for this contest. One
; is that it has to be a good idea with reasonable market
readiness. The second is the verbal and written pack-

I

i

(STM) started the Pastoral Counseling

The Seattle New Venture Plan competition will give
members of the Seattle University community a chance
to win big.
Those who enter the competition will have the opportunity to win the grand prize of $5,000. A total of
$10,000 will be given in prize money.
The competition is now in its eighth year, and typically
features over a dozen teams ofup to five members who
work to present the most viable strategy to launch their
own business. Mentors and workshops are also available
to help contestants with their ideas and presentations.
Contestants are divided into categories of undergraduate, graduate and alumni "tracks," and the winner ofeach
track is eligible for the grand prize.
The competition, however, offers much more than

I

The Rev. Clinton McNair is the new director for the recently reinstated Pastoral Counseling program at the
School of Theology and Ministry.

Kevin Himeda
himedak@seattleu. edu

I

Tyler Mahoney/The Spectator

integrates theological, spiritual and
behavioral insights and principles."
The program is intended to address
many different needs. It offers services
to people who struggle with adjustment
issues in a modern high-stress society.
It also hopes to help people who cannot
afford regular counseling services.
"We set up clinics for persons who
cannot afford to pay," said McNair. "We
go out to raise money and then help
subsidize these people."
Moreover, it fulfills the need of the
church. A very large population in the
country does not go to psychologists
or social workers; they do not feel they
need it.
McNair said that research conducted
in the 1950s showed that 44 percent of
people in a crisis turned first to clergies-. Since then, the percentage of these
people has increased significantly. Thus,
they are also the people that students in
this program want to work with.
McNair was the clinical supervisor,
teacher and administrator of the counseling center and student practicum
program while working at the Christian Theological Seminary. According
to Patrick J. Howell, SJ, Dean of the
STM, there were three highly qualified
canidates when the program was looking
for a director.
"He emerged as the strongest, the
most experience, and [showed the best]
capacity for treatment across different
races and ethnic groups. We thought
he'd be very good for getting the programlaunched," said Howell. "Since the
program is new, there is going to be the
recruitment of new students and connections with therapies centers. He's got a
lot of personal skills to do that, too."
McNair was also positive when talking about his choice of coming to SU.
"The opportunity to do this kind of
work
to provide the leader, to start a
new program that can fill the needs in
the field, is something I've been looking
for and trying to accomplish in most of
my career," he said.

j

The last time Seattle University had a
Pastoral Counseling program was 20 years
ago. But after hiring a new director for the
program, it can once again find a home at
the university.
The School of Theology and Ministry

we do and what they call religious counseling- [in other places]," said McNair.
"It's an ecumenical, interfaith approach.
We train people to serve people of all
faiths."
One strength of this program comes
from the strong methodology for theological reflection in the STM. Another
is the fact that the students in the pro-

Business competition
enters eighth year

!

Bonnie Hsueh
hsuehm@seattleu. edu
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Chicago-bound law students vie for national title
Kevin Himeda
himedak@seattleu. edu
It is an accomplishment 12 years in
the making. After taking first place in
the American Bar Association (ABA)
Regional Negotiation Competition, two
students from the Seattle University Law
School are on their way to nationals.
Every year, students from colleges
across the nation form two-person teams
that compete in a series of law-related
tests, which vary according to the type
of competition.
This year Hagen Ganem and Jimmy
Anderson, first-year law students, were
the Seattle University participants in the
event.

In the negotiation competition, two
teams are given a theoretical legal situation in which they represent opposing
clients and are asked to negotiate a settlement with the other team.
Teams are judged by a panel of lawyers
based on criteria such as flexibility in
adapting their strategy to new information, unforeseen moves by the opposing
team, how beneficial the outcome was for
their clients, and teamwork.
The first and second place winners from
the intra-school competitions move on to
the regional competition, which includes

side Ganem and Anderson were Matt
son said of the competition. "We learned Johnson and John Fetters, also first-year
law students.
Ganem and Anderson competed against
Johnson and Fetters finished second
teams from Washington, Idaho, Oregon, place in the Intra-School Competition
Montana and
and placed fifth at the
Canada. The
regional level.
Law School
"Students usually put
has been parin around 50 to 100
to
hours
ticipating in around
hours of preparation
the Regional
time [each]," Branstime [each]
comb added, "and all
Negotiation
is
Competition and all
they get is prestige."
The competition may
look
"They won
good on a resume,
-Melinda Branscomb, law
the regionbut the opportunities to
professor
meet with fellow law
re quick
students, gain feedback
ers," law
from accomplished
■
:ssor Melinda Branscomb said.
and learn the skills needed as
ners are extremely beneficial,
f were dedicated and well prepared;
re good planners and listeners,
other competitions focus on
are ethical and they have good inabilities to win trials, negotiatstincts."
l cases so that they do not have
is the faculty adviser for
trial is a far more practical and
th the Negotiation and Mediation important skill.
"This is a critical skill," Anderson said.
npetitions, assisted by student coaches
vid Chin and Andy Han.
percent of cases goes to trial;
"David and Andy really helped a lot,"
:rcent goes to settlement."
said. "With the law school, we
National Competition is scheduled
i. 11 and 12 in Chicago. One of the
y had the tools at our disposal."

J
■

"Students usually put in
50 100
of preparation
they get prestige."
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situations which Anderson and Ganem
will have to prepare for involves their
client, a concrete company called Roughneck Builders.
Anderson and Ganem will have to negotiate a settlement with a general subcontractor, represented by another team.
But Roughneck Builders' unstable past,
incorrect billing invoices, architectural
mistakes and loss of reputation and money
is making the situation difficult for the
team of lawyers.
Mock trials of this case are going well.
In one round, Anderson and Ganem were
able to negotiate a deal on the majority
of the contract issues.
They were able to increase confidence
in their company's credibility and propose
the presence of a
a viable alternative
third party —to reduce the chance of any
mistakes occurring in the future.
"Who knows how the actual negotiation
will come out in Chicago," Branscomb
said. "Jimmy and Hagen must adjust their
negotiating strategy to any new facts that
the other side may present."
Anderson and Ganem are confident and
determined not to lose perspective.
"Will this ever pay off? Sure," Ganem
said. "But [we want to] be realistic and
enjoy this. [We want to] have fun and let
the rest of it flow."
—
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Protester rise against Europe in the Middle East
and security was left to the
About 200 protesters
also tried to break down
the gate of a the Danish
government's diplomatic
mission office in the capital. Kabul, but failed, said
police who were guarding
The protesters then
sionand beat some officers
guarding it, as well as
some guards at a nearby
house used by Belgian
diplomats.

(Continuedfrom page 1)
Lebanon apologized to Denmark a day after thousands of
rampaging Muslim demonstrators set fire to the building housing
the Danish mission in Beirut to protest the caricatures. At least
one person died, 30 were injured and about 200 people were
detained in Sunday's violence, officials said.
Washington condemned the violence and urged governments to take steps to cool tensions over the 12 caricatures of
the Prophet Muhammad that were first published in Denmark's
Jyllands-Posten in September and recently reprinted in European
and other media.
The drawings have touched a raw nerve in part because Islamic law is interpreted to forbid any illustrations ofthe Prophet
Muhammad for fear they could lead to idolatry.
"We understand fully why people, why Muslims, find the
cartoons offensive," White House spokesman Scott McClellan
said. "Those who disagree with the views that were expressed,
certainly have the right to condemn them but they should be
peaceful."
The European Union issued stern reminders to 18 Muslim
countries that they are obliged under the Vienna Convention on
Diplomatic Relations to protect foreign embassies, and Austria
said it had expressed concern for the safety of diplomatic missions to the Organization of the Islamic Conference.
The prime ministers ofSpain and Turkey issued a ChristianMuslim appeal for calm, saying "we shall all be the losers if we
fail to immediately defuse this situation."
Turkey's Foreign MinisterAbdullah Gul said media freedoms
cannot be limitless and that hostility against Muslims was replacing anti-Semitism in the West.
The protesters in Afghanistan threw stones at the U.S. base
and smashed a guard post. Some of those in the crowd then shot
at the base with assault rifles, prompting thepolice to return fire,
Ahmed said.
U.S. military spokesman, Lt. Mike Cody, saidAmerican troops

Police later used batons
and rifle butts to disburse
the demonstrators who
had walked toward the
presidential palace. An
Associated Press reporter saw at least three protesters bleeding
from injuries, and at least seven more who were arrested and
driven away in a police vehicle.
"Long live Islam! We are Muslims! We don't let anyone
insult our prophet!" chanted the demonstrators, many of whom
appeared to be teenagers. They also chanted, "Down with America!" and slogans against the Afghan and U.S. presidents.
Some protesters moved toward the main American base in
city and threw stones that smashed windows of a guard house.
Police watched but did not intervene.
U.S. soldiers later arrested two photographers outside the base
and checked the memory discs of an AP photographer, but did
not arrest him. Cody said he had no details about the matter.
Thousands ofother people demonstratedpeacefully in at least
five other cities.
Protesters outside the Austrian Embassy in Tehran chanted,
"Death to Denmark, death to Israel," and some burned flags of
Germany, Denmark and France. One protester carried a caricature of German Chancellor Angela Merkel.
Some 200 members of Iran's parliament also issued a statement warning that those who published the cartoons should remember the case ofSalman Rushdie theBritish author against
whom the late Iranian leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
called on Muslims to kill for his novel "The Satanic Verses."
"Apparently they have not learned from miserable life of
the person who wrote Satanic Verses," the lawmakers said in
the statement, according to the official Islamic Republic News
Agency. Parliamentarians do not have the authority to issue a
fatwa, or religious edict.
Several thousand Iraqis rallied in the southern city of Kut,
burning Danish, German and Israeli flags, as well as an effigy
ofDanish Prime Minister Anders Fogh Rasmussen, to demand
diplomatic and economic ties be severed with countries in which
the caricatures were published.
Protesters called for the death of anyone who insults Muham_

mad and demanded withdrawal of530-member Danish military
contingent operating under British control.
Danish Capt. Philip Ulrichsen said Danish troops were shot at
and targetedby stone-throwingyouths on Sunday and a roadside
bomb was defused, but no soldiers were wounded.
In Somalia, hundreds of protesters threw stones at police and
aid workers after attending a peaceful rally in the northern port
city of Bossaso, sparking the stampede in which a teenage boy
was killed, said businessman Mohamed Ahmed, a witness. Officials could not be reached for comment.
Melees also broke out during protests in New Delhi and
Gaza City, while several thousand students massed peacefully
in Cairo on the campus of al-Azhar University, the oldest and
most important seat of Sunni Muslim learning in the world, to
protest the drawings.
German Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier said his
country would try to use its contacts withArab countries to cool
the violence. "We cannot allow this argument to become a battle
between cultures," Steinmeier said.

Lebanese Information Minister Ghazi Aridi said the governriots,"
civilized
saying they had "harmed Lebanon's reputation and its
image and the noble aim of the demonstration."
"The Cabinet apologizes to Denmark," Aridi said.
Police investigating Sunday's fireand riot at the building housing the Danish mission said that, contrary to previous reports, the
mission offices were intact. The fire and wrecking ofoffices had
been confined to Lebanese businesses on lower floors.
The Beirut violence came a day after violentprotests inneighboring Syria, including theburning ofthe Danish and Norwegian
missions. The United States accused the Syrian government of
backing the protests in Lebanon and Syria, an accusation also
made by anti-Syrian Lebanese politicians.

ment had unanimously "rejected and condemned the

...

Protests sparked by a cartoon featuring the prophet Muhammad have broken out across the Middle East. (Top Left) Protesters
take to the streets in Pakistan, (Top Right) Rioters attack a Danish mission in Lebanon. (Bottom Left) Activists take part in a rally
Associated Press Photss
in Syria, (Bottom Right) An Iranian man hurls a rock toward the Brittish Embassy.
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For more information please call:

Captain Dean Rasmussen
U.S. Army Health Care Team
Office: (206) 242-9357
Cell: (877) 722-2304 Toll Free
Email: lyle.rasinussen@usarec.arniy.mil
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And last month, he suggested in an interview with
Rolling Stone that Barry Bonds and Lance Armstrong
took performance-enhancing drugs. Miller later said the
interview was "pretty warped" and took the quotes out
of context.
"That's good for our sport," said Rahlves, a medal
contender in downhill, super-G and giant slalom. "To me,
it's not really a big issue of me getting all the press. It's
more like trying to get our sport some press, to get people
to know what's coming up. What it comes down to,
ultimately, is who's going to be skiing faster."
At one point during Tuesday's news conference,
the moderator broke in to ask several questions of the
other team members before questioning was opened up
again. All queries were again directed at Miller, who left
before reporters had a chance to speak to him in smaller
groups.
"Glad you guys are willing to mix up the questions,"
Miller joked at one point.
His teammates say the focus on Millerhas taken some
pressure off them.
"It's to be expected," said Ted Ligety, a slalom specialist. "Ifyou're the best, you deserve the most attention for
what you're doing."
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Free Medical/Dental School
Plus $1279.00 a month!
The Army's Health Professions
Scholarship Program (HPSP) provides:
100% Tuition. Books and Fees
$1279 Stipend Pay
Commission as an Arniv Officer
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Not Ready for

the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $895.
I can answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
-

524-4915
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On the tirst Saturday in November,
bring your appetite to Verboort,
Oregon, for the annual Verboort
Sausage and Sauerkraut Dinner. In
addition to the famous entree, the
event also offers home-baked goods
and local produce, as well as entertainment and a raffle.
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and a fur coat wrapped around me," Miller said. "My
most expensive car is probably less than your most
expensive car."
Miller created a stir earlier this season when he disparaged anti-doping regulations. He became the focus
of controversy after a "60 Minutes" interview in which
he said "if you ever tried to ski when you're wasted, it's

Cleanse
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TURIN, Italy (AP) Bode Miller has come to the
Olympics focused on skiing and doesn't care much
about the outspoken comments he has made in themonths
leading up to the games.
"I don't want to sound arrogant, but none ofthis bothers
me very much," Millersaid Tuesday. "I wouldbe lying if
I said I had massive regrets about the things I've said."
Miller's comments came at a news conference in Turin
that demonstratedthe intense nature ofthe spotlight on the
brash downhillskier. Miller appeared alongside five ofhis
U.S. teammates, but when reporters were allowed to ask
questions, none were asked of the other skiers _ except
for one directed at both Miller and Daron Rahlves.
The appearance also provided Miller a forum to reiterate some ofhis already stated opinions:
He believes athletes are punished for speaking their
minds; one of the reasons he won't be staying at the
athletes' village at the Olympics is he doesn't think it's a
"healthy living environment"; and he has mixed feelings
regarding the U.S. Ski and Snowboard team's motto of
"Best in theWorld!" _ whichhe characterized as a "clever
marketing twist."
When it comes to the motto and the team's focus on
winning medals Miller is of two minds. He believes
the skiers on the team are focused on being the best in
the world, but that others in the organization, including
coaches and administrators, need to make the same
commitment.
Just declaring as much, Miller said, isn't enough.
"We're not the ones making policy," he said.
Miller has often said the traditional spoils of winning,
whether it's medals or money, don't mean much to him.
With big-time sponsors such as Nikebehind him, Miller
still says his satisfaction comes from performing to the
best of his abilities, rather than beating opponents or
making millions of dollars.
"You don't see me up here with bling diamonds on
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Beyond

Dinner And A Movie: Ten Great Date Ideas for Valentine's

Day

Pike Place Market

i

Ist and Pike Street (Downtown)
http://www.pikeplacemarket.org
Distance from SU: 1.3 miles
Some people forget about Pike Place Market when
thinking of where to go with a date. However, it offers a
great opportunity to see some of the highlights of Seattle.
Inside the market you can see fishermen throwing their
latest catch and eat free samples from the numerous food
stands inside.
Close to the market you can find great restaurants and
cafes for whatever your tastes may be. For this Valentine's
Day, Unexpected Productions is performing its annual
"Comedy of Love," an improvisational piece performed
at the Pike Place Theater (Ist and Pike). Tickets are available for $15.
/

Frye Art Museum

2

704 Terry Avenue (Ist Hill)
For more information: (206) 622-9250 or

I

http://www.fryeart.org

Admission: Free
Distance from SU: 0.4 miles
you are looking to impress your date, the Frye Art
Museum provides an opportunity to experience thoughtprovoking and interesting modern artwork. The museum
currently features exhibits by Candida Hofer, Claude
C'ahun and Marcel Moore, and Tracy The Plastics. The
Frye is a truly rewarding experience for those who see art
as a reflection of life.
+

Becky Lawrence/The Spectator

The entrance to the Frye Art Museum,
a contemporary art museum located on
First Hill in Seattle.

Don't

be cliche this Valentine's
Day. Flowers and candy and
dinner and a movie will get you a
passing grade, but if you want to have
a more-than-mediocre date, try visiting
one of the ten places listed here.
Seattle is a vibrant and diverse city,
with many options for two people in
love. Whatever your interests may be,
there is something for you. Highlighted
in this list are outdoor parks, art
museums, music clubs and restaurants.
Go ahead, find a place you have
never heard of or discover a new part
of the city while you're spending time
with that someone special.
If you will be dateless this Feb. 14,
don't despair. These places are also fun
to visit with friends.

f

Elliott Bay Bookstore

101 South Main Street (Pioneer Square)
Bookstore Hours: Monday Saturday 9:30
a.m.-10p.m., Sundays 11 a.m.-7p.m.
http://www.elliottbaybook. com
Distance from SU: 1.2 miles
While a bookstore may seem like an odd choice for a
date, Elliott Bay is the premier bookstore in Seattle and
offers an incredible range of titles. The store features readings from top authors on a daily basis. This Valentine's
Day has a reading from "Red Beans and Ricely Yours" by
author Mona Lisa Savoy. The adjacent Elliott Bay Cafe
features affordable coffee, tea, sandwiches and pastries.

4
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Bleu Bistro

202 Broadway Avenue (Capitol Hill)
Hours: 12-sp.m. Wed-Sun.; 7p.m.-2

Distance from SU: 0.7 miles

21+

With a romantic atmosphere and sumptuous appetizers, the Bleu Bistro is the perfect place to take your
favorite someone. Whether a beginning to your evening
or a nightcap, the Bleu Bistro offers affordable food and
great memories.

Joey Anchondo/The Spectator
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Dimitriou's Jazz
Alley

2033 6th Avenue (Downtown)
For more information: (206) 441-9729 or
http://www.jozzalley.org
Distance from SU: 1.2 miles
While Seattle is best known for loud and raucous music,
Jazz Alley is a soulful alternative. Featuring top names in
the jazz world and a top notch restaurant. Jazz Alley is
the perfect night out for someone who enjoys dinner and
dancing. Smooth Jazz legends Spryo Gyra are performing
Feb. 9-12 and Eartha Kitt plays Feb. 14-19.

Left:
Agua Verde offers
affordable Mexican
food, as well as kayak rentals to explore
Portage Bay.

Bottom left:
Capitol Hill's
swanky Bleu Bistro,
A romantic restaurant featuring exquisite appetizers and
drinks.

To/ Agua Verde Cafe
and Paddle Club

1303 NE Boat Street (University District)
For more information: (206) 545-8570
http://www.aguaverde.com
Distance from SU: 4.4 miles
Located on Portage Bay, Agua Verde offers delectable
Mexican food with a emphasis on seafood dishes. Reasonably priced, this popular restaurant usually requires a
short wait during the dinnerrush.
Below the cafe is the paddle club where kayak rentals are available. A single kayak is $15 per hour while
a double kayak is $18 per hour. A special "full moon"
tour takes place on Feb. 13 and is a guided tour on the
water trails through the nearby arboretum. Call for more
information.

6
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Mysteries
623 Broadway Avenue East (Capitol Hill)
For more information: (206) 324-6899 or
http://www.seattlechatclub.org/museum.html
Admission: S3
Distance from SU: 1 mile
This unique museum on the north end of Capitol Hill
offers a great chance for you and your date to explore
the many mysteries surrounding Seattle and the Pacific
Northwest. Upcoming events include a discussion of the
mystery and history of chocolate on Feb. 11.

Joey Anchondo/The Spectator

Park (pictured above)
V Kerry
West
Drive (Queen Anne)
Highland
211
*

Becky Lawrence/The Spectator

Right:
A worker arranges
seafood at Pike
Place Market. Fresh
and affordable seafood is one of the
many reasons to
visit this landmark.

Washington Park
Arboretum (pictured above)

Entrance: Madison Street & Lake Washington
Boulevard East (Capitol Hill)
Hours: Dawn to Dusk
Admission: $5
For more information: (206) 543-8800
Distance from SU: 1.7 miles
For an urban park, the Arboretum offers a tranquil
retreat from the stress and noise of everyday life. There
are also free guided tours on the first and third Sunday of
each month at 1 p.m. The numerous trails provide for a
wonderful experience among the beautiful natural settings
to enjoy in the company ofanother.

Seattle Museum of

Bottom Right:
The Museum of
Mysteries offers a
unique experience
to its visitors. The
museum features
exhibits about the
many local mysteries of Seattle.

Joey Anchondo/The Spectator

Distance from SU: 3 miles
plaque
at Kerry Park states, "Kerry Park given to the
A
City in 1927 by Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sperry Kerry, St., so
that all who stop here may enjoy this view." Located just
north of the Seattle Center on Queen Anne Hill, Kerry Park
provides an excellent view ofSeattle and its surroundings.
On a clear day, you can see the downtown skyline, Elliott
Bay and even Mount Rainier. This is a perfect place to
share with that special someone.

Tyler Mahoney/The Spectator
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Volunteer Park

1247 15th Avenue East (Capitol Hill)
Volunteer Park Information: (206)684-4555

Volunteer Park Conservatory: (206)684-4743
Seattle Asian Art Museum: (206) 654-3100
Distance from SU: 1.7 miles
With so much to offer. Volunteer Park is a great
place if you don't know exactly what to do on a date.
Besides large grassy fields and a water tower overlooking the city, the park also features the Seattle Asian
Art Museum. The museum currently offers a 2-for-l
admission special, with the coupon available on their
website. Their current exhibits include Buddhist Art and
Chinese Calligraphy.
Another aspect to the park is its conservatory. For
free, visitors can experience the wonderful and varied
plant life, from the arid cactus house to the tropical
palm house. The conservatory is a great way to escape
the dreary and rainy weather.

Redhawk
Snorts
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This week in Redhawk Sports
Sports Feature
Inside look at being a student-athlete
Men's Basketball
With Seals out, will the men make the playoffs???
Club Sports
New women's lacrosse team takes off

Balancing academies, athletics is part
of the game for some students at SU
Its true

that

SU

has been

trying

to

improve

its athletic

REPUTATION, BUT THE EMPHASIS ON EXCELLENCE STILL LIES IN

SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT INSTEAD OF ATHLETIC RECOGNITION

Amber Friedlander

friedlan@sealtleu. edu
and rain as they dashed out of the Connolly Center doing
their sprint routine. They chugged down their water bottles
and splashed droplets on their faces. It was cold, rainy and
windy, yet they seemed indifferent to the harshness of the
weather as they began practice.
In a culture where being an athlete is considered a godlike trait, people tend to assume that student athletes have
it made. But is it really such a great position
when these athletes hardly have time for
their academics?
One must consider that, for the most part,
these students spend their free hours lifting weights
and warming up for a game. Is it really possible to successfully balance being both a
student and an athlete?
In an effort to answer this question, V
the first place to look would logically be
the gathering place of all Seattle University's
athletes, the Connolly Center.
"I do admit it gets hectic and it's a lot of
work," said sophomore communication
major Tiffany Lee, while completing stair
exercises by the women's locker room.
In fact, as long as Lee could remember
she has balanced sports and academia.
Before transferring to Seattle University, she
played basketball for La Salle University ii
Philadelphia.
"All my life I've been playing sports and I can
do one without the other," she said.
Like her non-athlete counterparts, Lee ha.
a full schedule each quarter. Time management is a challenge. She spends 12 hours
per week training for track, another six hours
training for basketball, and she tries to squeeze in five
hours every night of studying.
"But I do try to balance it all," said Lee. "1 like being
well-roundedConfident that her time management skills have
paid off, Lee does not think her academics have

c

"I mean, of course we get exhausted," she said,
"But [people] probably think that we're just not doin
anything or we're in this for the [scholarships]. I feel
that ifone athlete is a terrible student they brand all
athletes [that way]."
Men's basketball player Scott Rainey, a senior
political science major, agreed.
"There are a lot of stereotypes out there," he said.
Rainey is not just any student athlete. He used to
play basketball for UC Santa Barbara, a Division I
school in the Big West conference. He now plays
the center position for the Redhawks.
"We deal with a whole lot of pressure,"
Rainey said. "The classes, the training, and
being on the road really do not leave you
much time."
lor Rainey. the support system around
student athletes at SU makes it easier to be suecessful both in sports and in academics.
"Coaches emphasize grade checks," he said, "and this is what makes SU different. The
staff, the coaches and the assistant directors really look out for your well-being as a student

But some might consider this to be special treatment for student athletes-a ticket for them
to have an easy pass in academics and focus more on sports.
"Don't athletes get special programs? Tutors and whatnot?" asks junior nursing major
Aileen Batinga.
Batinga used to play competitive sports in high school, but did not carry over her
athletic career in college. She felt she would not have the time.
Batinga does see how the focus on sports can affect athletes while at the
same time providing them with an advantage.
"They have a support system," she said. "They have people that check
up on them to make sure they are doing well, as well as tutors to tend
to their needs."
Garrett Brown, a junior accounting major and member of the
track team, agreed that while athletes at other universities with wellknown athletic programs may deal with the pressure of choosing
lerformance over academics, at Seattle University, athletic pressure
minimal.
'Seattle University is not a good example of athletes being too
focused on sports," said Brown. "Our sports department isn't
strong at all. Our strength still lies in academics."
Brown believes he has a crazy schedule.
There were times last quarter when he would
have to train until midnight and wake up at
six the next morning, tired and in pain. He
currently has an internship laid out and is doing
well with his accounting classes—with a 3.7 GPA. At
the same time, he works and tutors others.
"I get [scholarships] for school, but it's because I
study hard, not because ofmy sports," said Brown.
"I do get some money, but very little."
Brown leans in to grab some weights; as he carries his barbells, he admits the hours can be grueling
and stressful.
"Of course we get exhausted," he said. "I'll say,
'I'm worn out, I don't want to do this,' but I think
working this hard actually teaches me to do better. It teaches me how to manage my time."
"I'm not here because I want to be paid being
on track and field," said Brown, "I want to be
paid for doing accounting. Sports just balance
me out."
Assistant professor of history. Marc
McLeod, has had numerous athletes as students and recognizes that a number of them are
under time constraints. However, he thinks they still
perform as well as other students.
"I don't think I've noticed any difference," said
McLeod. "Most students have extra-curricular activities one way or another; everyone stresses and
has to adjust. Demands are placed on everyone no
matter what."
Like Brown, McLeod believes that this university
makes it clear that athletics are not the primary focus.
does not feel that the pressure to put sports before academics is really a problem for Seattle University students.
"I taught at Texas University," McLeod said. "Those
kids have gone pro in football. Let me tell you, they're
definitely less concerned about their studies."
McLeod believes that universally, student athletes
experience a tremendous amount of pressure. However, he does not feel that Seattle University has
exerted enough ofits time and energy into hyping
the athletics department enough for it to consume
the lives of student athletes.
In the Connolly Center, evening fell as the
track team was doing their last routines. The
-prints grew slower, resembling something
»

*

Although practice had come to an end, Tiffany Lee sprinted from the Connolly Center
front doors, apparently in a big hurry. She's a student before she's an athlete, so for her, the
finish line looks more like homework and due dates.

Redhawk Sports
Will recent win propel Redhawks into post-season?
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(Continuedfrom page 1
tinued to falter in the closing minutes of the first half,
going down 28-32 with just over a minute remaining,
before ending the half down by two points 32-34.

Saturday's win came after a devastating loss to AlaskaFairbanks 80-69 on Thursday, Feb. 2.
"Thursday night's transition defense was lagging, they
got up court and got easy baskets," said Adam Moore,

momentum and began to take
game against Alaska-Anchorcontrol of the game.
The Redhawks took their
Despite Thursday's loss,
first lead of the game with
Seattle University continued
16:44 remaining in the secto move up in the Division II
ond half, going up 36-35.
west region rankings, moving
Seattle proceeded to take
into the number seven spot.
advantage of the Seawolves'
The top eight teams from each
cold streak on'offense, which
region are eligible to move on
lasted 10 minutes, and began
to the national tournament.
to break away.
The Redhawks face a difAccording to Ryan Webb,
ficult upcoming schedule,
who finished with a career
with three straight games on
high 18points, had six assists
the road, including a game
and went 8-8 from the freeagainst the number four team
throw line, the main differin the nation, Western Washence between the meeting of
these two teams on Saturday
Seattle University will first
and the Redhawks loss to
face Central Washington this
UAA earlier this season was
Thursday in Ellensburg.
the tempo of the game, and
Central was a dominat"grinding it out on offense."
ing force earlier this season
"In the first meeting we
Becky Lawrence The Spectator
took plays off, we took quick
they have dropped their last
Kirby
Junior
Sam
drives
into
the lane
shots. Today we made Alaska
five games and have only won
early on in the first half of the Redhawks'
work on every defensive postwo games at home against
session," said Webb.
GNAC opponents.
82-72 win over Alaska-Anchorage.
Joey Anchondo The Spectator
Seattle ended the game by
Seattle will then travel to
overrated. What we try to do is approach every game
going on a 15-4 run, increas- The Redhawks watch as their team is
Bellingham to face Western with a workman's attitude. We want to be
really steady,"
ing their lead to 10, a deficit defeated by Alaska-Fairbanks, 69-80, in Washington.
said Callero. "We are good enough to beat any team we
that Alaska was unable to
Seattle is 1-5 in their last
Thursday night's game.
recover from.
six trips to play Western at play."
The Redhawks will need to continue to win ifthey are
"It [the win] means a lot.
home, and Western, the top
to keep their post-season hopes alive and make a bid at
team,
a
so
the
us
motivation.
team
win gives
They're great
in the region, has averaged more than 90 points on
the national tournament.
But, we need to carry ourselves with a winners mental13 occasions this year.
"I believe that we're destined to win. When we're on
that
ity, put this game away and get ready for the next one,"
means
we
don't
celebrate
a
for
"Maturity
victory
said McDaniel.
more than one day. Momentum is important, but it's
the same cylinder we're hard to beat," said McDaniel.
/

/

New women's lacrosse
team takes off at SU
AS

NEW CLUB SPORTS

CONTINUE TO POP

UP ON CAMPUS,

women's LACROSSE

IN

PARTICULAR SEEMS TO
BE GAINING MOMENTUM
IN COMPETITION AND

POPULARITY
Casey Penaluna
penaluna@seattleu. edit
If you ask any Seattle University student
to name the intramural sports teams on cam-

pus, the newly formed women's lacrosse
team probably wouldn't make the list.
Since fall quarter, the club has been gaining momentum around campus. Coach Erin
Englehardt credits her more experienced
players for sharing their passion for the
sport with the new members.
"The newness of the team gives an opportunity for any athlete to try out the sport,"
said Englehardt. "The inexperience of new
players and the transition into playing at the
collegiate club level may be a bit humbling
in league play, but the overall athleticism,

US LIUE^kHfIRDNQOD

-

talent and leadership from experienced
players have already been overwhelmingly
helpful in starting a successful program."
Not only are the players enthusiastic
about lacrosse on the field, they are also
excited to see increased interest in the sport
throughout the student body.
Many of the players would like to see the
club continue to grow, since they feel that
there are many drawing points to get more
athletes involved.
"Lacrosse is a [unique] sport and I think
that is what really draws people to it," said
freshman Allison Purcell. "It's a great running sport and really intense when you are
watching a game. Plus, the women wear
kilts and everyone has to see that at least
once."
The players are in agreement about what
a potential teammate needs to bring to the
game. All you really need is a desire to have
fun, gain new friendships, develop leadership skills and improve fitness levels.
"Everyone is more than welcome and
encouraged to come and play," junior Katie
Galligan said, "even if you have never heard
of the sport. Although we can be competitive sometimes, it is a really fun sport with
a bunch of chill people."
The team has been practicing since fall
quarter and will compete through the end
of spring quarter.
Anyone who is interested in learning
more about the women's lacrosse team
should drop by a practice on any Monday
or Wednesday between 7 p.m. and 9 p.m in
the Astrogym at the Connolly Center.
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Entertainment

Linv music mix at tike Bistro

The renownd Seattle gospel quartet, Witherspoon, will play at this
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu.edit
Weekends at Seattle University have
gained a negative reputation among
students. Despite, or perhaps because
of, the urban setting, many are forced
to go off campus for entertainment on
Saturday nights.
In response to this criticism, the
Student Activities Center has begun a
new event this year that brings students
together in the Hawk's Nest Bistro for
live music and entertainment on Saturday evenings.
The program, dubbed "Bistro Saturdays," takes place throughout the
school year and highlights performers
from both SU and the musically diverse artistic community of the Pacific
Northwest.
The idea was developed in part by Tim
Wilson, director of Student Activities,
and Meghan Volk, graduate coordinator
for Student Activities.
"What it was born out of was the need
for Saturday evening programming,"
said Wilson. "We started to think about
some of the things that we could do that
would provide on-campus alternatives
for people who may not necessarily
want to go into the city."
Wilson said that he wanted to create
an event that took advantage of both
the Bistro and the plethora of untapped
musical talent at Seattle University.
The events take place four or five
times a quarter, and the Student Activities Center tries to provide equal performance time to students and local acts.
But when it comes down to the musical
styles represented, anything goes.
So far R&B, folk singers/songwriters and jazz musicians have played at
Bistro Saturdays.
In the coming weeks students can ex-

performed with his band, under the alter
ego Slim Chanse.
"We're looking at all kinds of different musical varieties to come in," said
Wilson, who added that the school is
even considering techno performances. "We
figure that the
greater the variety of music
that we have, the

what it's like to have a
paid gig."
So far the response has
been positive. Based on
evaluations filled out
after the events and audience interaction, both
Wilson and Volk believe
that students are enjoying the talent.
Though the tables remain in their normal
arrangement for Bistro
Saturdays, the crowd
awareness of the music
tends to grow more and
more as the performance
goes on.
According to Wilson,
at the beginning it is usually just the friends of the
performers, then gradually students farther into
the Bistro focus their
attention on the stage in
week's Bistro Saturday from 9 p.m.-11 p.m
the west corner.
Even the staff of the
Student Activities wants to mix up the
Hawks
Bistro
find themselves getNest
schedule as much as possible.
into
the
and
ting
event
can be seen dancLast quarter consisted of mostly stuing and enjoying the music.
dent performers, according to Wilson,
Volk said they often ask her when the
and this quarter the focus is more on
next performance will be.
bringing in local talent.
The performance line-up for the spring
However, to achieve a balance, he
said that during spring quarter the shift quarter has yet to be solidified. However,

to be able to pull

The events differ from SEAC's
Coffee House, an

Student Center
Hearth and gives
a similar outlet
to on-campus
and local performers.

day performancPhoto courtesy of Greg Boudreau
es are strictly on
Ben Sellon, a junior English major, performed at a Bistro Saturday event last
Saturday nights
quarter to a great crowd of friends and fans alike.
and the musicians are paid,
the dates for Bistro Saturdays are set
which gives the feeling of a much more will return to students.
"We really want to get back to student for Apr. 8, Apr. 22, May 13 and June 3,
professional atmosphere.
For Bistro Saturday shows, there performers in the spring so that when and possibly another to be added laterare performance standards that can be we look at the overall program it's Volk expects the performers to be a fair
tweaked depending on the artist: the tipped toward [them]," said Wilson.
mix of students and local artists.
event runs from 9 p.m.-ll p.m., with
The next performance scheduled for
He hopes young musicians will take
one set from 9:00 p.m.-9:45 p.m., a advantage of the Saturdays, viewing this quarter will take place on Feb. 11,
30-minute break, followed by another them as an "opportunity not only to and brings R&B/gospel group Witherperform on campus, but to figure out spoon to the stage.
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Mould treats fans

with 'Body of Song'

other musical genres through
solo work. In 2002 we were given
"Modulate," an electronically tinged
record that found him few new fans
and left existing fans questioning his
new material.
With the reaction to "Modulate,"
Mould now seems to be finding a
middle ground between the exploration of solo efforts and the music he
is known for. On his latest, "Body of
Song," the effectis mixed. The lyrics
mainly focus on personal relationships and heartbreak. However, the
anger and yearning for resolution
still shine strongly 20 years after
Courtesy of Virgin Records
the release of "New Day Rising,"
Music legend Bob Mould (Husker Dii) Husker Dii's masterpiece.
unwraps a gift with "Body of Song,"
"Body of Song" is not a good
place to start appreciating Mould,
his sixth solo album.
but is a treat for fans already familWilliam Crane
iar with him, Husker Dii and Sugar, his earlier
cranew(a),seattleii. edu
band. The album does a good job of expanding
Bob Mould's status as a musical legend was his musical palette while not abandoning the
for.
well-solidified before the release of last year's qualities fans have always sought him
Tomorrow"
stands
as
the best
out
"Always
"Body of Song." The album, his sixth solo
The
reverbed
and
guitar
track
on
the
album.
effort, reflects his attempt to explore musical
line
to
combine
with
a
bass
hypnotic
vocals
ideas outside the honest rock 'n' roll he is
matter how much
his
"Doesn't
highlight
lyrics,
known for.
register anyway." In a sense, this
In the mid-1980s, Bob Mould fronted Husker I say/Wouldn't
sums
simple
couplet
up his solo efforts. Mould is
Dii, a band that was part of the burgeoning uncontent
to
work
outside
of a comfort zone which
derground rock 'n' roll scene in Minneapolis.
or
not
alienate
his fan base.
may
may
Along with the Replacements and other groups
does not compare to
While
ofSong"
"Body
on the Twin/Tone and SST labels, Husker Dti
his
earlier
it
is
a
recordings,
powerful statement
promoted an ethic of hard-working,"underartists. As an artfrom
of
music's
greatest
one
ground bands who criss-crossed the nation in
is unconcerned with how his record
vans with endless touring.
ceived. Instead, he is content with
They performed in front of hungry audio his muse and creating a textured,
ences that were eager for bands playing songs
record.
they could relate to. Husker Dii never became powerful
Mould will be performing an acoustic set at
a household name, but went on to influence
on Feb. 9, so his songs will be absent
Neumo's
countless bands.
of
the
electric
guitar he is characteristically
Twenty years later, the musical revolution
ofSong" is a gift for Mould's
known
for.
"Body
started by Husker Dii has manifested itself
fans.
And
like
any good gift, it is your to choice
into an industry, specifically alternative rock.
unwrap
it
or
not.
Realizing this. Mould has continued exploring
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On and off campus events that'll make your week spin.
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Brick: a pleasing taste of
contemporary film noir
Katie Warden
wardenk@seattleu. edu
Brick is a new film by promising writer/director
Rian Johnson that brings the starkand distinctive
characteristics of a classic L.A. murder mystery
to a modern San Clement, Calif, high school.
Reviving film noir for a contemporary generation is a difficult task, but Johnson conquers
it gracefully in Brick. Set in a surreal, sadistic
underworld high school community, (he film portrays a plot of drugs, murder, love and betrayal.
The protagonist, Brendan (Joseph GordonLevitt), is a passionate character in a world of
obsession. He is driven by the ultimate force
love. Meanwhile, the other characters are
madly consumed with malice, drugs, denial and
lust. Unfortunately, all oftheir obsessions come
down to one bad brick.
The script utilizes a fast, almost slam poetry
style of speaking, where the characters communicate with unique code words for places,
people and actions.
There are informants, drug lords, seductresses
and puzzle masters, most of whom have curt,
creative nicknames.
The film starts with a puzzle of words brick,
and evolves into the reality of the
tug, pin
twisted "upper crust" and silent backroom dealings of a small neighborhood.
From the isolation of a character's hand, the
specific lighting that illuminates the importance
of a scene, or the use of color to set mood and
-

A Valentine Evening of Romance
featuring Local Authors Lois Fay
Dyer, Bridge Kraft, Linda Hope
Lee, and more
Third Place Books (17171 BotheU NE)

and more

All-ages

Crocodile Cafe (2200 2nd Ave.)
9 p.m.
$7 Adv/$9 Drs
21+

7 p.m.
FREE

9th Annual Valentine's Day Bash
with Dan Savage
Chop Suey (1325 E. Madison)
Doors S p.m.

Dead Meadow w/ The Outcrowd,

$5

Entrance

21+

Neumo's (925 E. Pike)
Doors 8 p.m.
$9Avd/sloDrs
21+

FRIDAY, 2/10
I'll Always Love You, musical
event
Benaroya Hall (200 University St.)
7:30 p.m.

International Guitar Night
Rialto Theater (905 Broadway, Tacoma)
7:30 p.m.

A Very Special Valentine's featuring Some Girls, Akimbo w/ Book
of Black Earth, Iron Lung
Neumo's (925 E. Pike)
Doors 8 p.m.
$8 Adv/$lO Drs

All-ages
WEDNESDAY, 2/15
Bob Mould (Acoustic) w/ Rocky
Votolato
Neumo's (925 E. Pike)
Doors 8 p.m.
$13 Adv/$l5 Drs

22+

SATURDAY, 2/11
Noodles (Japan) w/ Mon Frere, The
Stereo Future

Crocodile
4 p.m.

Cafe (2200 2nd Ave.)

Michelle Singletary, author of
Your Money and Your Man
Elliott Bay (101 S. Main)
7:30 p.m.

$7

FREE

All-ages

All-ages

Showtime at The Apollo

Kris Radish, author of Annie
Freeman's Fabulous Traveling
Funeral
Third Place Books (17171 Bothell NE)
7 p.m.
FREE

Paramount (911 Pine St.)
8 p.m.

$15-$2B
All-ages
First Class, a play featuring John
Aylward ("Monster-in-Law",
"North Country", "ER")
Hugo House (1634 11th Ave.)
7:30 p.m.

All-ages

$7/$5 for members
All-ages

Radio Golf
Through 2/18
Seattle Repertory Theatre (155 Mer-

SUNDAY, 2/12
First Class, a play featuring John
Aylward ("Monster-in-Law",

7:30 p.m.

ONGOING EVENTS...

cer)

"North Country", "ER")
Hugo House (1634 11th Ave.)

The Wedding Singer
Tlirough 2/19
sth Avenue Theatre (1308 sth Ave.)

2 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

$7/ssfor members
All-ages

-

-

THURSDAY, 2/9
69 Love Songs Pre-Val en tine's
Day Celebration featuring performances with members of: Harvey Danger, Kane Hodder, The
Long Winters, Rocky Votolato,
Visqueen, Vendetta Red, Tullycraft,

theme, the cinematography in Brick adds a dark,
at times dilapidated, yet beautifully imperfect,
and tragically disoriented tone.
A chilling mystery will rarely grace the screen
in this form. The witty characters include a
fiercely fascinating drug lord, a meathead jock,
a Rubik's cube champion and a drama diva and
her lap dog. The characters carry the story with
colorful anecdotes and creative dialogue.
Unprecedented in creativity. Brick won the
Special Jury Prize for originality of vision at the
Sundance Film Festival.
Uniquely haunting is the best way to de-

scribe Brick. It is one ofthis year's must-see
indie films.

MONDAY, 2/13
Yoko Tawada, author of The Bridegroom Was a Dog
Elliott Bay (101 S. Main)
7:30 p.m.
FREE

All-ages
TUESDAY, 2/14
David Crowe's Laugh Lover's Ball
Paramount (911 Pine St.)

Architecture of Absence
Through 2/26
Frye Art Museum (704 Terry Ave.)
7:30 p.m.
150 Works of Art

Tlirough 2/26
Henry Art Gallery (15th Ave. NE
Dancehall Reggae Jump-Off
Larry's (209 S. Ist Ave.)

Tropical Butterfly House
Pacific Science Center (200 2nd Ave.)

8 p.m.

$30-$5O
All-ages

&

NE 41st St.)

ROCK, painting and drawing
EMP (325 N. sth Ave.)
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Events Around Campus
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Tuesday, Feb. 14

1
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1
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STUPID CUPID VALENTINE'S DAY DANCE
Presented by RHC
IT'S FREE !
Campion Ballroom @ 9-11:30 p.m.
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Friday, Feb. 10

|

•

ICE SKATING!
FREE SHUTTLES

|

•

&

Skate Rentals
Meet @ 7:30 p.m. in front
ofßellarmine.

1

•

SEAC Events
FRIDAY Feb. 10
90s DANCE in CAMPION BALLROOM
@ 8
p.m.

MONDAY Feb. 13
V-day Button Making
Romeo&Juliet;
BISTRO

@

&

7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY Feb. 15
Movie Night: Anchorman
BISTRO @ 7:30 p.m.

1

14
x Mind and Body Forum: Sexual Decision Making
X Wismer Center @ 12-1:15 p.m.

Free Medical/Dental School
Plus $1279.00 a month!

m

The Army's Health Professions
Scholarship Program (HPSP) provides:
100% Tuition. Books and Fees
$1279 Stipend Pay
Commission as an Army Officer

I

#

•
•
•
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x
X
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Thursday, Feb. 9o
Debate: The Legalization of Prostitutiono
Casey Atrium @ 12-1:15 p.m.g

g Tuesday, Feb.

I

CURLEYK(S)SEATTLEU EDU
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X Thursday, Feb. 9
S Soundbody Fair, Student Center
Tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir
g @ 11:30 a.m. 2 p.m.

jdpl

J

For more information please call:
Captain Dean Rasmussen
U.S. Army Health Care Team
Office: (206) 242-9357
Cell: (877) 722-2304 Toll Free
Email: lyle.rasmussen@usarec.army.mil
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Classifieds
NANNY wanted to watch 3

100. tor Sale

elementary aged children (6, 9, 11
years old) after school from 2:45
PM to 5:00/6:00 PM Monday thru
Thursday. We are located in the
North Capitol Hill neighborhood,
minutes from Seattle University.
Duties would mostly includc:
picking up children from school
(St. Joseph's School) assisting
with homework, and some

Volunteers
Services
For Rent
Misc.
200

Young professionals in the

Greenlake Area looking for a
full-time nanny to take care of a
lovable, good-natured infant, 4

.

local driving to sport activities.
, u
Experience with■ children
,
preferred and personal references
.
,
.
required. We are looking for
.
.
someone who enjoys working
.
.
,
with children, energetic and can
multi-task well. Please reply to:
,
secretgardenpreschool@comcast.
,

~

.

Help Wanted

200.
300
400
500.
600.

_

-

,

,

months old. Start mid-February.
y
Pay negotiable. Requirements
.
include.
Multiple References
Reliable Transportation
Non-Smoking
1-3 years experience minimum
Infant CPR certified
~

-

„

,

„

,

~,

.

..,

~

,

,~.

-

-

www.teachforamerica.org

400

-

-

Contact: corckyl97o@hotmail.
com with inquiries.
DOOR KNOCKERS WANTED
Work Part-Time Knocking on
Doors. Learn to Invest in Real
Estate. Call 206-774-8472 and
leave msg for more info!

ALERT!!
Last year student loan interest
rates increased causing a
consolidation scare.. .many
students were too late! Don't
let this happen to you. Call
now for your free loan review,
1.866.266.2200.

FINAL APPLICATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 17, 2006
Advertise in the Spectator!
Please send information and questions to adinfo(3)seattleu. edu

Interested in writing? Come to a Spectator
meeting on Sunday evenings at 6 p.m. in the
basement of Campion Hall, next to the Cave.

Website: www.Spectator-Online.com

Travel and Teach English!

-*«$&
»*

Phone: 206.296.6474
Fax: 206.296.6477

Earn a Seattle University Certificate in TESOL
begin

9, February 6, and March 6

•

Intensive Classes

•

Earn credits from Seattle University

•

Credits may apply to Master's Programs

January

"If you are interested in teaching ESL in the US or abroad,
this is the program for you! Ail of the class instruction was
relevant and realty prepared me to be an effective teacher.
-From Nathan, a recent graduate

"

in

4 weeks
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School of Teaching ESL
206.781.8607

r M

|

www.SCHOOLOFTESL.com

H

|

(in cooperation with Seattle University College of Education)
9620 Stone Ave N., Seattle, WA 98103

STESLinfo@seattleu.edu

NET

Seattle University College of Education

Reach Your Potential

Our program is accepting applications for 2006
Earn a master of arts or science in our two-year
interdisciplinary conflict resolution master's
degree program.
■ Master specific skills (e.g., mediation, negotiation,
communication, reflective practice) to manage,
transition, or resolve disputes.
■ Apply new knowledge, working closely with
■

■

faculty mentors, through internship and
professional project experiences.
Study the connections between various forms of
conflict (e.g., interpersonal, social, economic,
organizational, cultural, and global).

■

Build skills to make a
substantial impact in a
variety of areas, including
violence prevention
■

■

•

.

■
.

•

■

For more information and application procedures,
please visit http://www.law.uoregon.edu/adr/masters/
or telephone (541) 346-3042
EO/AA/ADA institution

committed to cultural

diversity

labor relationsenvironmental and
natural resources disputes
business relationships

Become a Leader In Student Affairs
The Student Development Administration program at Seattle University will prepare you to
begin or strengthen your career in student affairs on a college campus. With an administrative
focus and diverse student body, this program offers excellent job placement nationally and
locally. Conveniently located in the economic and cultural center of the Pacific Northwest.
•

community disputes
family and two-party

•

conflict
cultural conflict
criminal justice matters

•

Over 20 local schools for internships
Graduate assistantships available
Nationally recognized graduate program

(206)
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school OF
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law

University ol Oregon

296-6170 or sda®seattleu.edu

www.seattleu, edu/coe/
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Photos and Interviews by
Jennah Tano
VoCamipcues

Wher is Your best and Worst

memory of Valentine's pay and

why?

My worst memory would be
in the 6th grade when all my
classmates got valentines anc
didn't. My best memory wou
be when my boyfriend at the
time got me a single red rose
and toob me out to dinner.

None. Sure, I did things
with friends, but it's just
Valentine's Day. It's not
really a big thing for me.
Brendan Coburn, Mechanical
Engineering, Sophomore

Christina Davie, Theolog
Freshman

They've all been pretty
mediocre. Vou need to
make of it what you want.
It's different for everyone.
Vou mabe Valentine's Day
what you want it to be.

I
-

Carl Beringer, Psychology,

Freshman

I don't have any really
great memories. As a bid,
I never wanted to go out to
buy Valentine's Day stuff
to exchange with my classmates. But ironically, I've
always had a valentine as
I grew up. But I still don't
libe Valentine's Day.
Shel Ramirez, General Science,
Freshman

A
[ My best memory is going to
my 9th grade dance with
my boyfriend and we didn't
dance much, but he got me
a big heart balloon. My
worst memory is not being
able to be with the guy I
i lihe when Valentine's Day
comes around.
j£f

My best memory was
when I was a bid, my
mom would give me
presents. That was the
only time I got presents
for Valentine's Day.

I

Monica Reyes, Criminal Justice,
'

Freshman

Steve Lombardi, Journalism,

Sophomore

